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What's New in the WorldBrain 039;s Memex For Chrome?

WorldBrain's Memex is an incredible extension that allows you to retrieve previously visited websites using any word or expression that you remember reading. The extension does this by analyzing the content of the websites you've visited in the past, as well as the site navigation, and then extracting the key expressions that you've used to navigate. This obviously requires some prior knowledge of your browsing history, but once you've got a good
grasp of what exactly you've been looking at and reading, you'll be able to find anything you've already seen. Key features: - The ability to use any word or expression as a search criterion - Ability to pause indexing for a set period of time - Ability to add or blacklist URLs and domains - Possibility to quickly search for previous sites by using the W+Space combination from Chrome's address bar - Works seamlessly with your Chrome history What's
New in Version 1.0.5: - Highlight URLs you've saved in your browser history - Minor bug fixes How to Install WorldBrain's Memex for Chrome: - Go to the Chrome Web Store and install the free extension - Go to the Chrome Web Store and search for "WorldBrain's Memex" - Select the extension and click on "Install" to install the extension and open the Chrome extension page - Launch the extension and you're done! Hi! Go PRO in other
extensions! It's impossible to have all the Google (or any other) extensions, so only buy the premium version. Buy the premium and we'll give you more exclusive features: You can choose the languages that the extension is going to be available, an extra pro version to put higher ads How to install? 1. Open your Chrome extension page 2. Click the button and follow the instructions WHAT'S THE FINE PRICE FOR THE UPGRADE? There is a huge
difference between Google and other extensions! No other paid extension gives you one-click access to any Google webpage. • This extension gives you access to all of Google Search, Gmail, Google+, YouTube, Google Maps, Google News, Photos, Play, Docs, Calendar and more! • You can customize the order in which your shortcuts are displayed and even change the look of your shortcuts with the customizations provided. • Change the color, size
and position of your shortcuts with just a few simple clicks. • Enable or disable shortcuts with just one click. • Add or remove Google search shortcuts with just one click. • Add your own Google Search shortcuts to the
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 Mac OS X (10.6 or higher) Standalone Unity Asset Bundle Minimum CPU: 2GHz, Windows x64. Max CPU: 5GHz, Windows x64 Minimum RAM: 2GB, Windows x64. Max RAM: 6GB, Windows x64 Minimum GPU: Intel HD3000, Windows x64. Recommended GPU: GeForce GTX 660 or higher, Windows x64. Additional Notes:
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